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CORVETTE PARTS 63 - 73 DRIVELINE and DIFFERENTIALS
Brakes

Driveline & Different
In road racing, you get a lot of practice building rear
ends. In thirty years of racing with these differentials,
we had only one failure. We sheared the ring gear
bolts smooth off at the Detroit Grand Prix. We fed
almost 700 HP through stock stub axles and spindles
and they never broke. This is one great piece of
equipment.

Driveline & Differential 80-82

Front Suspension

Steering
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Parking Brakes

Cores

63-79 Differentials
Our remanufactured differentials are sold with no core
charge. We will ship freight free within the Continental US
in a reusable heavy-duty box. You can use the box to
send in your old differential, or you can keep it.

Duntov Motor
Company. LLC

13906-C Denton Drive
Farmers Branch. TX

75234 If the exterior of your differential appears OK, and there
are no apparent defects, its total core value would fall
between $100 and $400. See the core value menu for
details. The freight back on your old unit is your
responsibility.

Toll Free Order Line
{888} 581*3838

Phone (972) 243-3838

Fax (972) 243-3828 All our differentials come with new ring and pinions, as
well as new GM stub axles, and a GM cover, Timken

bearings, seals, and an Eaton clutch pack. They are shipped complete with fill plug, and are guaranteed to
perform perfectly under normal conditions and use for three years. Note: UPS won't let us fill them with oil,
so they are shipped with NO OIL.
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* If you want to save a few bucks, we may have the used gearset you want in stock. If we have it, we can

supply any three series differential equipped just like our standard units, but with a used ring and pinion, stock

rear cover and stub axles for $1499. We will not reuse a gearset with more than 1/2 of the pattern showing

wear. Check stock for used gearsets.
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LPKE FOREST
SPURTSOSES

Remember, No Core Charge, and No FreightBy Mancuso
Note: PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL YEAR, PINION FLANGE SIZE AND THREADED OR U-BOLT STUB
AXLES IN THE SPECIAL NOTES BOX AT CHECK-OUT!

3.08 63-79 Differential - $1699D002 Add co Care

3.36 63-79 Differential - $1649D004 Add Co Care

3.55 63-79 Differential - $1614D005 Add Co Care

3.70 63-79 Differential - $1614D006 Add co Care

3.90 63-79 Differential - $1699D007 Add Co CarC
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